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the pros of visual studio code are: fully cross-platform all kinds of languages supported (plenty
of syntax highlighting and color schemes) all kinds of editors (plain text, markdown, html, css,

javascript, sql, c#, objective-c, swift, asm, vue, typescript) with nice features simple, looks
clean and modern main focus on development and everything else is secondary cx tooling will

be available in c++20 when iso c++ adds reflection to the language webstorm has been a
very strong competitor over the years, especially around the cli and front-end. it has recently

added quite a lot of web language support, and now has very good support for typescript,
es6/es7/es2015 (async/await), react, angular, and the dom. it also has a great selection of high-

quality plugins, and it's free. how to undo this commit: there are no hard rtfmties, we really
mean it. if you want to go back to what we are talking about here, you can add any old git

commit. this commit should be above the series you want to revert so we can just pull the old
branch into our new one. now we are back to our original commits. but the commits you
reverted above already happened. what you need to do here is revert those commits by

adding them to your current branch again (really, really don't do this with!). you can do this
with git revert. so now your code is where it was before you messed with it. time to commit.

and if you want to push this commit, you probably want to rebase it, so that your commits will
be on top of master, making it look like it's you who made these commits and not someone

else.
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